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Executive Summary
Purpose
To determine whether the costs reported by New York Therapy Placement Services, Inc. (NYTPS) 
on its Consolidated Fiscal Reports (CFRs) were properly calculated, adequately documented, and 
allowable under the State Education Department’s (SED) guidelines, including the Reimbursable 
Cost Manual (RCM). The audit covered expenses reported on NYTPS’ CFR for the fiscal year ended 
June 30, 2014 and certain expenses reported on NYTPS’ CFRs for the two fiscal years ended June 
30, 2013.

Background
NYTPS is an SED-approved, for-profit organization that provides preschool special education 
services to children with disabilities who are between three and five years of age. NYTPS is 
reimbursed for these services through rates set by SED. The reimbursement rates are based on 
financial information, including costs, that NYTPS reports to SED on its annual CFR. To be eligible 
for reimbursement, reported costs must comply with the RCM’s requirements. For the three fiscal 
years ended June 30, 2014, NYTPS reported $23.5 million in reimbursable costs on its CFRs for its 
rate-based preschool special education program. 

Key Findings
For the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2014, we identified $841,392 in reported costs that did 
not comply with SED’s requirements, including $483,136 in personal service costs and $358,256 
in non-personal service costs, as follows:

• $420,281 in employee salaries that lacked sufficient documentation to support the amount 
allocated to the preschool special education program; 

• $308,761 in agency administration costs that were inappropriately allocated and overcharged 
to the preschool special education program;

• $62,855 in executive compensation that exceeded median salaries for comparable administrative 
job titles of public school districts in the region; and 

• $49,495 in ineligible non-personal service costs, including $31,560 in non-program-related 
costs; $11,331 in costs for a different reporting period; $6,047 in non-reimbursable expenses 
such as non-audit services, bank fees, and food for staff; and $557 in expenses that lacked 
required supporting documentation.

Key Recommendations
To SED: 
• Review the disallowances identified by our audit and, if warranted, make the necessary 

adjustments to the costs reported on NYTPS’ CFRs and to NYTPS’ tuition reimbursement rates. 
• Remind NYTPS officials of the pertinent SED requirements that relate to the deficiencies we 

identified. 
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To NYTPS:
• Ensure that costs reported on annual CFRs fully comply with SED’s requirements, and 

communicate with SED to obtain clarification as needed. 

Other Related Audits/Reports of Interest 
Adirondack Helping Hands, Inc.: Compliance With the Reimbursable Cost Manual (2016-S-88)
Building Blocks Developmental Preschool, Inc.: Compliance With the Reimbursable Cost Manual 
(2017-S-1)

http://osc.state.ny.us/audits/allaudits/093017/16s88.pdf
http://osc.state.ny.us/audits/allaudits/093018/17s1.pdf
http://osc.state.ny.us/audits/allaudits/093018/17s1.pdf
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State Of New York 
Office of the State Comptroller 

Division of State Government Accountability

December 31, 2018

Ms. MaryEllen Elia    Ms. Barbara Johnston 
Commissioner     Executive Director
State Education Department   Ms. Joanne Lynn
State Education Building   Assistant Executive Director
89 Washington Avenue   New York Therapy Placement Services, Inc. 
Albany, NY 12234    299 Hallock Avenue
      Port Jefferson Station, NY 11776

Dear Ms. Elia, Ms. Johnston, and Ms. Lynn:

The Office of the State Comptroller is committed to helping State agencies, public authorities, 
and local government agencies manage government resources efficiently and effectively and, by 
so doing, providing accountability for tax dollars spent to support government-funded services 
and operations. The Comptroller oversees the fiscal affairs of State agencies, public authorities, 
and local government agencies, as well as their compliance with relevant statutes and their 
observance of good business practices. The fiscal oversight is accomplished, in part, through our 
audits, which identify opportunities for improving operations. Audits can also identify strategies 
for reducing costs and strengthening controls that are intended to safeguard assets. 

Following is a report, entitled Compliance With the Reimbursable Cost Manual, of our audit of the 
costs submitted by New York Therapy Placement Services, Inc. to the State Education Department 
for purposes of establishing preschool special education tuition reimbursement rates. This audit 
was performed pursuant to the State Comptroller’s authority as set forth in Article V, Section 1 
of the State Constitution; Article II, Section 8 of the State Finance Law; and Section 4410-c of the 
State Education Law. 

The audit’s results and recommendations are resources for you to use in effectively managing 
your operations and in meeting expectations of taxpayers. If you have any questions about this 
report, please feel free to contact us. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Office of the State Comptroller 
Division of State Government Accountability 
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State Government Accountability Contact Information:
Audit Director:  Andrea Inman
Phone: (518) 474-3271 
Email: StateGovernmentAccountability@osc.ny.gov
Address:

Office of the State Comptroller 
Division of State Government Accountability 
110 State Street, 11th Floor 
Albany, NY 12236

This report is also available on our website at: www.osc.state.ny.us 
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Background
New York Therapy Placement Services, Inc. (NYTPS), a for-profit organization that provides 
special education services from locations in Farmingdale and Port Jefferson Station, New York, 
is authorized by the State Education Department (SED) to provide, among other programs, 
preschool special education services to children with disabilities who are between three and five 
years of age. During our audit period, NYTPS operated one rate-based preschool special education 
program, Preschool Special Education Itinerant Teacher Services (SEIT Program). During the fiscal 
year ended June 30, 2014, the SEIT Program served 638 preschool children with special education 
needs from New York City as well as from Nassau and Suffolk counties. 

The counties that use NYTPS’ preschool special education services pay tuition to NYTPS using 
reimbursement rates set by SED. The State, in turn, reimburses the counties 59.5 percent of 
the tuition that the counties pay. SED sets the special education tuition rates based on financial 
information, including costs, reported by NYTPS on its annual Consolidated Fiscal Report (CFR) 
that it submits to SED. Costs reported on the CFR must comply fully with the guidelines in 
SED’s Reimbursable Cost Manual (RCM) regarding the eligibility of costs and documentation 
requirements, and must meet the reporting requirements prescribed in the Consolidated Fiscal 
Reporting and Claiming Manual (CFR Manual). For the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2014, 
NYTPS reported over $23 million in reimbursable costs for the SEIT Program on its CFRs.
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Audit Findings and Recommendations
According to the RCM, costs reported on the CFR are considered for reimbursement if they 
are reasonable, necessary, directly related to the special education program, and adequately 
documented. For the three years ended June 30, 2014, we identified a total of $841,392 in 
reported costs that did not comply with SED’s requirements for reimbursement. The ineligible 
costs included $483,136 in personal service costs and $358,256 in non-personal service costs. 

Personal Service Costs 

Personal service costs, including all taxable and non-taxable salaries paid or accrued to employees 
on the provider’s payroll as well as fringe benefits, are reported on the CFR as either direct care 
costs (e.g., teachers’ salaries) or non-direct care costs (e.g., administrators’ salaries). For the 
three-year period ended June 30, 2014, NYTPS reported total direct care and non-direct care 
personal service costs of $15.1 million on its CFRs. We identified $483,136 in personal service 
costs that did not comply with the requirements in the RCM and the CFR Manual. NYTPS did not 
have sufficient documentation to support the allocation of personal service costs reported on 
its CFRs. Further, we determined NYTPS’ executive compensation exceeded the median salary 
limitations set by the RCM.

Excessive Allocation of Personal Service Costs 

According to the CFR Manual, providers with personnel working in more than one program should 
allocate salaries and fringe benefits among the programs based on actual time and attendance 
records. Otherwise, the provider must complete a time study for each employee who works in 
more than one program. The CFR Manual provides specific criteria for an acceptable time study, 
including that it must encompass at least two weeks per quarter of the cost-reporting period.

NYTPS provided original time studies to support the personal service costs reported on the 2013-
14 CFR for its Port Jefferson Station location. However, NYTPS did not have time and attendance 
records that indicated actual hours worked among different programs or sufficient time studies 
to support the personal service costs reported on its 2013-14 CFR for its Farmingdale location. 
NYTPS did not have any time studies for some employees, while for others the time studies NYTPS 
provided were for only one or two quarters, not all four quarters as required by the CFR Manual. 
Additionally, NYTPS did not have sufficient time and attendance records or time studies to support 
the personal service costs reported on its 2011-12 and 2012-13 CFRs for either location. 

Because NYTPS did not have adequate documentation to support the allocation of personal 
service costs charged to the SEIT Program, we assessed the costs using the following allocation 
methods: 

• For direct care staff, we reallocated each employee’s salary based on the percentage of 
total operating costs charged to the SEIT Program compared to the total operating costs 
charged to all programs the employee was charged to. 
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• For certain non-direct care administrative staff, NYTPS allocated a portion of their 
personal service costs across all programs and a portion to specific programs. However, 
NYTPS did not maintain sufficient documentation to support the basis of the amounts 
allocated to specific programs (to support the percentage of time individuals dedicated 
to each program). Therefore, we reallocated their entire personal service costs across 
all programs, using the ratio value method, the SED-required allocation methodology for 
agency administrative costs. For other non-direct care administrative staff, NYTPS allocated 
their personal service costs only to specific programs. Similarly, NYTPS did not maintain 
sufficient documentation to support the basis of the amounts allocated to each program. 
We, therefore, reallocated their personal service costs to those specific programs based 
on the operating costs of those programs. In response to our preliminary audit findings, 
NYTPS proposed an alternative allocation methodology based on job descriptions and 
available time studies. However, the job descriptions did not include the percentage of 
time dedicated to each program. Further, certain job descriptions stated that all job duties 
were not listed and were subject to change. Therefore, these could not be used to identify 
specific programs an employee worked on. In addition, the time studies did not meet 
SED’s requirements for sufficient time studies, per the CFR Manual. 

On its 2013-14 CFR for the Farmingdale office, NYTPS allocated $319,363 in salary costs to the 
SEIT Program. The audit-calculated allocations totaled $270,968, a difference of $48,395; and the 
corresponding excess fringe benefit allocations totaled $8,325. Using the same methodology, we 
also found NYTPS over-allocated personal service costs for both Farmingdale and Port Jefferson 
Station personnel who worked on more than one program during 2011-12 and 2012-13. This 
resulted in an over-allocation of $282,589 and $80,972 in salary and fringe benefits for 2011-12 
and 2012-13, respectively. 

We discussed our findings with SED officials, and they agreed with our methodologies and 
conclusions.

Excessive Executive Compensation

The RCM requires that compensation (salaries plus fringe benefits) reported on the CFR for 
an Executive Director, Assistant Executive Director, and Chief Financial Officer not exceed the 
regional median salary compensation for comparable administrative job titles of public school 
districts, as determined and published annually by SED. Compensation for an Executive Director 
may not exceed the median salary for a “Superintendent,” and compensation for an Assistant 
Executive Director and Chief Financial Officer may not exceed the median salary for an “Assistant 
Superintendent.” 

NYTPS has two owners; one was reported as the Director of Division (equated to an Assistant 
Executive Director by SED). The reported compensation for the Director of Division was not 
limited to the median salary restrictions. We compared the compensation reported for this title 
to the median salary for an Assistant Superintendent and found that, for 2013-14, it exceeded 
the limitation by $20,863, of which $5,887 was charged to the SEIT Program under the ratio value 
methodology. We note, during its 2013-14 rate-setting process, SED reclassified the owner’s title 
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from Director of Division to Assistant Executive Director and made the same adjustment. We 
also found that the reported compensation for the Executive Director and Chief Financial Officer 
exceeded the median salary compensation levels in 2013-14.

For our three-year audit period, we compared the salaries of the Executive Director, Assistant 
Executive Director, and Chief Financial Officer to the median salaries for Superintendents and 
Assistant Superintendents in the region. We found their compensation exceeded the median 
salaries for comparable positions in the region by a total of $177,703, which resulted in adjustments 
to the SEIT Program of $62,855, as shown in Table 1. 

We discussed these findings with SED officials, and they agreed with our methodologies and 
conclusions.

Non-Personal Service Costs

According to the RCM, non-personal service costs must be reasonable, necessary, program-
related, and sufficiently documented. Any expenditure that cannot be charged directly to a specific 
program must be allocated across all programs that benefited from the expenditure. Providers 
must use allocation methods that are fair and reasonable. Allocation percentages should also 
be reviewed on an annual basis and adjusted as necessary. For the three fiscal years ended June 
30, 2014, NYTPS reported $8.4 million in non-personal service costs on its CFRs. We identified 
$358,256 in such costs that did not meet SED’s requirements for reimbursement, including 
$308,761 that was over-allocated to the SEIT Program and $49,495 that was not allowable due to 
various reasons, such as costs that were not related to the SEIT Program and costs that were for 
a different reporting period.

Excessive Allocation of Non-Personal Service Costs 

NYTPS based its allocation of certain non-personal service costs on the percentage of salary 
expenses and the number of full-time equivalents (FTEs) assigned to each program. However, 
its FTE calculations only included personnel classified as employees, and excluded contracted 
personnel who were generally utilized by the other programs. As a result, NYTPS’ methodology 
unfairly skewed allocated costs to the SEIT Program, which did not utilize contracted personnel.
 
We reallocated non-personal service costs by including contracted service personnel in the FTEs 
used to allocate costs to each program. We found that NYTPS over-allocated a significant share of 

Table 1 
 

Job Title 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 Total 
Executive Director $2,721 $0 $625 $3,346 
Assistant Executive Director 26,522 20,160 5,887 52,569 
Chief Financial Officer 0 0 6,940 6,940 
Totals $29,243 $20,160 $13,452 $62,855 
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non-personal service costs to the SEIT Program. For example, in 2012-13, NYTPS allocated $271,760 
(67.53 percent) of $402,429 in costs for Repairs/Maintenance, Utilities, Supplies/Materials, 
Telephone, Equipment Depreciation, and Other to the SEIT Program. If NYTPS had included 
contracted service personnel in its allocation methodology, only $104,511 (25.97 percent) would 
have been allocated to the SEIT Program. Therefore, NYTPS over-allocated $167,249 ($271,760 - 
$104,511) to the SEIT Program.

For the three fiscal years in our audit period, we calculated that NYTPS over-allocated $308,761 
in non-personal service costs to the SEIT Program, as shown in Table 2. 

Non-Program-Related Costs 

According to the RCM, costs are reimbursable if they are directly related to the program. For the 
three-year period ended June 30, 2014, we identified $97,378 in costs that were not directly 
related to the SEIT Program, of which $31,560 was incorrectly allocated to the SEIT Program. 
The non-program-related costs charged to the SEIT Program included: professional and legal fees 
of $29,947; purchases of $831; $440 in fundraising; $282 in therapy services; and $60 for cable 
television. 

Costs Reported for a Different Reporting Period

The CFR Manual states that only expenses and revenues for the proper CFR reporting period 
should be included on the CFR, and that CFRs submitted with costs for a different reporting period 
will not be accepted. NYTPS reported a total of $21,472 in costs from other reporting periods on 
its 2013-14 CFR. Of this amount, $11,331 was incorrectly allocated to the SEIT Program. 

Non-Audit Services

The RCM states that non-audit services provided by a registered public accounting firm, or any 
person associated with that firm, during or within 365 days of required audit work (prior to the 
beginning of the fiscal period being audited or after the date of the audit report issued for the 

Table 2 
 

Fiscal 
Year 

Percent of 
NPS 

Allocated 
to SEIT 

Amount of 
NPS 

Allocated to 
SEIT 

Recalculated 
Percent of 

NPS 
Allocated to 

SEIT 

Recalculated 
Amount of 

NPS 
Allocated to 

SEIT 

Amount of 
NPS Over-

Allocated to 
SEIT  

2013-14 53.57% $171,501 17.68% $52,394 $119,107 
2012-13 67.53% 271,760 25.97% 104,511 167,249 
2011-12 41.83% 162,994 36.08% 140,589 22,405 
Totals   $606,255   $297,494 $308,761 

NPS = non-personal service costs; SEIT = Preschool Special Education Itinerant Teacher Services 
Program. 
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audit period) are not reimbursable. On its 2012-13 and 2013-14 CFRs, NYTPS reported a total of 
$15,882 in non-audit services for the accounting firm that audited its financial statements. Of this 
amount, $5,557 was incorrectly allocated to the SEIT Program. 

Additional Non-Personal Service Costs

Other non-reimbursable costs, according to the RCM, include food provided to staff and costs 
resulting from violations of or failure to comply with federal, State, or local laws and regulations. 
Further, all purchases must have adequate supporting documentation, including invoices and 
canceled checks. We identified $2,458 in additional ineligible non-personal service costs, of which 
$1,047 was incorrectly allocated to the SEIT Program. These costs included $557 in insufficiently 
documented purchases, $362 for food provided to staff, and $128 in unnecessary bank fees and 
late charges. 

We discussed our findings related to non-personal service costs with SED officials. They agreed 
with our methodologies and conclusions.

Recommendations

To SED: 

1. Review the disallowances identified by our audit and, if warranted, make the necessary 
adjustments to the costs reported on NYTPS’ CFRs and to NYTPS’ tuition reimbursement rates. 

2. Remind NYTPS officials of the pertinent SED requirements that relate to the deficiencies we 
identified. 

To NYTPS:

3. Ensure that costs reported on annual CFRs fully comply with SED’s requirements, and 
communicate with SED to obtain clarification as needed. 

Audit Scope, Objective, and Methodology
We audited the costs NYTPS reported on its CFR for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2014 and 
certain costs reported on its CFRs for the two fiscal years ended June 30, 2013. The objective of 
our audit was to determine whether the reported costs were properly calculated, adequately 
documented, and allowable under SED’s guidelines. 

To accomplish our objective and assess internal controls related to our objective, we reviewed the 
RCM as well as the CFR Manual and its related appendices. We also evaluated the internal controls 
over the costs claimed on, and the schedules prepared in support of, the CFRs submitted to SED. 
We interviewed NYTPS officials and personnel to gain an understanding of their financial and 
business practices. We reviewed NYTPS’ CFRs for the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2014. We 
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selected a judgmental sample of reported costs that were considered high risk and reimbursable in 
limited circumstances (such as salary allocations) and obtained accounting records and supporting 
information to assess whether the costs were properly calculated, adequately documented, and 
allowable. 

We conducted our performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing 
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, 
appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on 
our audit objective. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our 
findings and conclusions based on our audit objective. 

In addition to being the State Auditor, the Comptroller performs certain other constitutionally and 
statutorily mandated duties as the chief fiscal officer of New York State. These include operating 
the State’s accounting system; preparing the State’s financial statements; and approving State 
contracts, refunds, and other payments. In addition, the Comptroller appoints members to certain 
boards, commissions, and public authorities, some of whom have minority voting rights. These 
duties may be considered management functions for the purposes of evaluating organizational 
independence under generally accepted government auditing standards. In our opinion, these 
functions do not affect our ability to conduct independent audits of program performance. 

Authority 
The audit was performed pursuant to the State Comptroller’s authority as set forth in Article 
V, Section 1 of the State Constitution; Article II, Section 8 of the State Finance Law; and Section 
4410-c of the State Education Law. 

Reporting Requirements
We provided draft copies of this report to SED and NYTPS officials for their review and formal 
comment. Their comments were considered in preparing this final report and are included at the 
end of it. In SED’s response, officials agreed with our recommendations and indicated they will 
take steps to address them. In NYTPS’ response, officials disagreed with most of our proposed 
disallowances. Our responses to certain comments are embedded within NYTPS’ response.

Within 90 days of the final release of this report, as required by Section 170 of the Executive 
Law, the Commissioner of Education shall report to the Governor, the State Comptroller, and the 
leaders of the Legislature and fiscal committees, advising what steps were taken to implement 
the recommendations contained herein, and where recommendations were not implemented, 
the reasons why. 
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Exhibit 
New York Therapy Placement Services, Inc. 

Schedule of Submitted and Disallowed Program Costs 
for the Three Fiscal Years Ended June 30, 2014 

 
Program Costs Amount 

per CFR 
Amount 

Disallowed 
Amount 

Remaining 
Notes to 
Exhibit 

Personal Services         
  Direct Care $13,899,527  $420,281  $13,479,246   
  Agency Administration 1,243,718  62,855  1,180,863   
Total Personal Services $15,143,245  $483,136  $14,660,109 A, B, G, I, J, L 
Non-Personal Services        
  Direct Care $7,865,850  $321,519  $7,544,331   
  Agency Administration 518,471  36,737  481,734   
Total Non-Personal Services $8,384,321  $358,256  $8,026,065  A, C-F, H-K 
Total Program Costs $23,527,566  $841,392  $22,686,174    
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Notes to Exhibit 
The following Notes refer to specific sections of the RCM and the CFR Manual used to develop 
our recommended disallowances. We summarized the applicable sections to explain the basis for 
each disallowance. We provided the details supporting our recommended disallowances to SED 
and NYTPS officials during the course of our audit.

A. RCM Section II: Cost Principles – Generally, costs will be considered for reimbursement 
provided such costs are reasonable, necessary, directly related to the special education 
program, and sufficiently documented. Such reimbursable costs will be included in the 
calculation of tuition rates up to any limits or cost parameters approved annually in the 
rate setting methodology. 

B. RCM Section II.13.A(4).a – Compensation (i.e., salaries plus fringe benefits) for an 
entity’s staff whose function is that of Executive Director, Assistant Executive Director, or 
Chief Financial Officer will be directly compared to the regional median compensation 
for comparable administration job titles of public school districts, as determined and 
published annually by SED’s Basic Educational Data Systems (BEDS). Reimbursement of 
employee compensation for these job titles shall not exceed the median compensation 
paid to comparable personnel in public schools for similar work and hours of employment 
in the region in which the entity is located. Compensation for an Executive Director 
providing services to an Article 81 and/or Article 89 funded program will be compared 
to the median “Superintendent-Independent” compensation for the region in which the 
entity is located and compensation for an Assistant Executive Director and Chief Financial 
Officer will be compared to the median compensation for “Assistant Superintendent.”

C. RCM Section II.14.F – Costs associated with non-audit services provided by a registered 
public accounting firm, or any person associated with that firm, during or within 365 days 
of required audit work (prior to the beginning of the fiscal period being audited or after 
the date of the audit report issued for the audit period) are not reimbursable. Such non-
audit services include:

 ◦ Bookkeeping or other services related to the accounting records or financial statements 
of the audit client;

 ◦ Financial information systems design and implementation;
 ◦ Appraisal or valuation services, fairness opinions or contribution-in-kinds reports;
 ◦ Actuarial services;
 ◦ Internal audit outsourcing services;
 ◦ Management functions or human resources;
 ◦ Broker or dealer, investment advisor or investment banking services;
 ◦ Legal services and expert services unrelated to the audit; and
 ◦ Any other service that the Board of the provider does not approve, or that SED or other 
governing State agency does not approve as reasonable and necessary, consistent 
with applicable requirements and the RCM.

D. RCM Section II.21 – Costs resulting from violations of or failure by the entity to comply 
with federal, State and/or local laws and regulations are not reimbursable.

E. RCM Section II.22.C – Costs of food provided to any staff including lunchroom monitors 
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are not reimbursable. 
F. RCM Section II.23 – Costs or organized fundraising (i.e., financial campaigns, endowment 

drives or solicitation of gifts and bequests) to raise capital, or to obtain contributions are 
not reimbursable. 

G. RCM Section III.1.B – Actual hours of service are the preferred statistical basis upon which 
to allocate salaries and fringe benefits for shared staff who work on multiple programs. 
Entities must maintain appropriate documentation reflecting the hours used in this 
allocation. Acceptable documentation may include payroll records or time studies. If hours 
of service cannot be calculated or a time study cannot be completed, then alternative 
methods that are equitable and conform to generally accepted accounting principles may 
be utilized. Documentation for all allocation methods (bases and percentages) must be 
retained for a minimum of seven years. Guidelines for acceptable time studies for CFR 
filers are provide in Appendix L - “Acceptable Time Studies” - of the CFR Manual.

H. RCM Section III.1.D – All purchases must be supported with invoices listing items purchased 
and indicating date of purchase and date of payment, as well as canceled checks. 

I. RCM Section III.1.M(1) – Any expenditure that cannot be charged directly to a specific 
program must be allocated across all programs and/or entities benefited by the 
expenditure. For example:

 ◦ Salaries of employees who perform tasks for more than one program and/or entity 
must be allocated among all programs and/or entities for which they work. 

 ◦ The cost of supplies that are purchased for distribution among multiple programs 
must be allocated among these programs if direct charges are not possible. Adequate 
documentation of the allocation methodology should be maintained. 

J. RCM Section III.1.M(2) – Entities operating programs must use allocation methods that 
are fair and reasonable, as determined by the Commissioner’s fiscal representatives. Such 
allocation methods, as well as the statistical basis used to calculate allocation percentages, 
must be documented and retained for each fiscal year for review upon audit for a minimum 
of seven (7) years. Allocation percentages should be reviewed on an annual basis and 
adjusted as necessary. 

K. CFR Manual Section 3.0 – Only expenses and revenues for the proper CFR reporting period 
should be included in the CFR. CFRs submitted with expenses and revenues for a different 
reporting period will not be accepted. 

L. CFR Manual Appendix L – Providers with personnel who work in more than one program 
should allocate their salary to the proper cost center during the normal accounting cycle 
based on actual time and attendance records. If this does not occur, the service provider 
must complete a time study for each employee who works in more than one program. 
Following are criteria for an acceptable time study. These criteria are the minimum 
standards. If necessary, a service provider can expand the length of the time study. 

 ◦ A minimally acceptable time study must encompass at least two weeks per quarter of 
the cost reporting period.

 ◦ Each week selected must be a full week (Monday to Friday, Monday to Saturday, or 
Sunday to Saturday).

 ◦ The weeks selected must be equally distributed among the months of the cost 
reporting period, e.g., week 3 and 4 in March, week 2 and 3 in June, week 3 and 4 in 
September, and week 1 and 2 in December.
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 ◦ No two consecutive quarters may use the same weeks for the study, e.g., week 1 and 
2 in March and June.

 ◦ The time study must be contemporaneous with the costs to be allocated. Thus, a time 
study conducted in the current cost reporting year may not be used to allocate the 
costs of prior or subsequent cost reporting years.

 ◦ The time study must be provider specific.
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and State Comptroller’s Comments
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June 11, 2018

VIA ELECTRONIC EMAIL

Ms. Andrea Inman
Audit Director
Office of the State Comptroller
Division of State Government Accountability 
110 State Street 11th Floor
Albany, NY 12236-0001

Dear Ms. Inman,

Re: New York Therapy Placement Services- Report 2016-S-87

State Comptroller’s Comment 1: Throughout this audit, we worked to accommodate NYTPS’ 
concerns, minimize disruptions to NYTPS’ staff and operations, and afford ample opportunities 
for NYTPS to provide sufficient support for the costs reported on its CFRs. 
 
In response to our draft audit report, NYTPS disputed several of our findings and conclusions. We 
maintain that our findings and conclusions are correct and supported by sufficient, appropriate 
audit evidence. We conduct our audits in accordance with generally accepted government 
auditing standards, which require us to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to support our 
findings and conclusions. To ensure compliance with those standards, our audits undergo an 
internal quality assurance review. In addition, we undergo regular external peer reviews 
established by the National State Auditors Association. Lastly, we discussed our audit results with 
SED officials and they agreed with our methodologies and conclusions. 

Our responses to each of NYTPS’ concerns with the audit findings are presented throughout this 
response in the applicable sections, beginning after the NYTPS Executive Summary.

This letter is in response to the Draft Audit Report issued to New York Therapy Placement Services, Inc. 
("NYTPS") dated April 2018 and is submitted by Barbara Johnston, Executive Director and 50% 
shareholder of NYTPS. We wish to extend our appreciation for the time and consideration in reviewing 
the preliminary findings in order that the audit report contain an accurate representation of audit findings 
that are supported by the relevant regulations and guidance.

Over the span of the OSC audit, NYTPS appreciates the six teleconferences with the Office of the State 
Comptroller ("OSC"), extension of time to respond and also the opportunity to provide detailed clarifying 
information and supporting documentation with the purpose and intent to remove prior incorrect 
preliminary findings.

We adamantly object, however, that some items that remain in the Draft Audit Report are based on 
inaccurate utilization of guidance not in effect for the audit years, inconsistent, arbitrary and capricious 
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determinations, subjective interpretations of the available methodology and creation of an unpublished 
and unsupported methodology. In addition, NYTPS objects to a standard being applied in the audit that is 
not measurable, published nor available to agencies prospectively and is based on an unreasonable 
subjective determination.

NYTPS is a large, highly respected provider of educational and clinical services, including Special 
Education Itinerant Teacher ("SEIT") services for over 30 years serving over 8,000 infants, children and 
adults on an annual basis. NYTPS prides itself on an excellent well-respected partnership with all 
governmental agencies, especially the New York State Education Department ("NYSED").

As a result of NYTPS consistent self-reporting, the certified tuition rates approved by NYSED and the 
Division of the Budget have decreased from $41 in 2009-10 to $39.00 in 2011-12. The $39.00 rate 
remained until the regional rate was established.

Upon review of the NYSED reconciliation rates found at nysed.gov for each of the OSC audit years 
11/12, 12/13 and 13/14, the NYTPS SEIT rate of $39.00 is in the lowest 25% quartile when New York, 
Nassau and Suffolk counties are combined. The decrease to $39.00, as mentioned earlier, is due to 
NYTPS reasonable and consistent reporting, not due to NYSED desk audit disallowances.

NYTPS has achieved excellence in service delivery as demonstrated by its history of exemplary audits by 
state regulators. This service excellence has been achieved by having respect and adherence for our 
government partners by adhering to regulations and guidance issued by each agency and ensuring our 
internal control systems are adequate to protect its funds against fraud, waste and abuse.

Therefore, NYTPS takes great exception to the OSC findings and conclusions, especially where NYTPS 
takes extensive measures to cite numerous regulatory guidance, government directives and legal opinions 
in support of our fair, consistent and reasonable reporting.

The OSC audit spanned over a year with several months on site at NYTPS which placed a tremendous 
burden upon our resources and staffing. NYTPS provided all information requested on a timely basis. 
Despite being available to provide information, NYTPS was not made aware of the OSC's major findings 
until the preliminary audit report and was not asked to provide additional information to support our 
position during the onsite fieldwork. In addition, with other OSC findings, OSC did not request or review 
supporting documentation to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence.

For the OSC finding "Excessive Allocation of Personal Service Costs" OSC neglected to review 
available information and created hybrid methodologies treating reliance on NYTPS documentation 
inconsistently. NYTPS strongly objects to the OSC reallocation methodologies that discriminate against 
the SEIT program and allocates employees in direct violation to regulatory guidance which results in 
placing employees in programs not worked, despite available job descriptions for OSC (indicating 
programs worked) and/or time and attendance records. NYTPS also contends that the OSC did not request 
and/or consider sufficient, appropriate evidence in accordance with Government Auditing Standards 
("GAS") Yellow Book 6.56 before conclusion of a finding.

For the OSC finding "Excessive Allocation of Non-Personal Service Costs" OSC recommended that 
NYTPS directly consult with NYSED on a finding. NYTPS, as requested, presented support to NYSED 
through regulatory guidance, government directives and an expert legal opinion and also requested a 
meeting. After NYSED provided email communication to NYTPS, NYSED denied a meeting to speak 
directly to NYTPS, despite recommendation by OSC. NYTPS contends the NYSED response lacks 
regulatory support and is an arbitrary, capricious and subjective determination that our method was not 
reasonable. The questions posed by NYTPS to NYSED included reasonable questions such as; What are 
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the standard measurements to support the conclusion? Is there a protocol, maximum % allocation or 
directives for allocations not published in the manual that define reasonable? Did OSC share the 
procedures and sufficient, appropriate evidence to conclude the finding as "Unfairly skewed allocated 
costs to the SEIT Program"?

NYSED stated the following position in an email to NYTPS on 6-1-18: "The standard used to disallow 
some of your expenses was that your method for allocating certain costs between your programs was not 
reasonable. It was deemed not reasonable because it directed more costs to the SEIT program and less 
cost to your other program and there was not a justification to support this "skew" - I feel like I have 
answered all the questions on this matter." See Exhibit G

We are extremely concerned with the denial of rights afforded to our agency in terms of obtaining 
supporting information from NYSED that supports a fair, reasonable measurable protocol or standard that 
is published and used consistently for all agencies. We also question the role of the NYSED in "directing" 
the OSC, as OSC stated in a meeting 2-6-18: "that as the final administrator of this program, SED will 
make the final determination" when the OSC is the one performing an audit of NYTPS pursuant to 
Article V, Section 1 of the State Constitution and Section 4410-c of the Education Law. Upon review and 
research of the OSC cited references in the engagement letter, NYTPS does not find the authority for 
NYSED.

NYTPS indicated citation of six regulatory guidelines from the Reimbursable Cost Manual ("RCM") and 
Consolidated Fiscal Reporting Manual ("CFRM") as well as government directives and an expert legal 
opinion to support our methodology. NYTPS questions when specific published information does not 
exist from OSC or SED, how an audit body can make a subjective determination resulting in a 
disallowance without a protocol for our agency to follow?

NYTPS provided extensive support and justification which is the very published guidance approved by 
the Consolidated Fiscal Reporting System Interagency Committee and by The University of the State of 
New York, New York State Education Department, Rate Setting Unit. NYTPS objects to non-
consideration of published guidance available for NYTPS to follow. NYTPS objects to a "standard" that 
is used in an audit that is not measurable or available for review and measure prior to reporting 
expenditures on a CFR report.

In this response, NYTPS will further explain how the OSC created and NYSED supported an unpublished 
hybrid allocation methodology that does not exist and also violates published guidance and is not in 
accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles ("GAAP"), RCM, CFRM, Department of 
Labor ("DOL'') and Internal Revenue Service ("IRS") directives. In addition, the unpublished hybrid 
methodology is in direct conflict with an expert legal opinion submitted by NYTPS. NYTPS was not 
provided, from either OSC as the State's chief fiscal officer or NYSED as the final administrator (as 
referred to by OSC), an adequate response based on facts and regulatory guidance.

NYTPS takes great exception to the OSC headings: "Excessive Allocation of Personal Costs", "Excessive 
Executive Compensation" and "Excessive Allocation of Non-Personal Service Costs" which have the 
impact of discrediting our CFR submissions for three years. The CFR reports were certified by an 
independent certified public accountant who followed the CFR Manual Audit AA Guidelines to conclude 
that "the schedules are, in all material respects, in conformity with the applicable instructions relating to 
the preparation of the Consolidated Fiscal Report."

The Draft Audit Report findings by your office represent an aberration in NYTPS' otherwise impeccable 
audit history. Accordingly, we request that the OSC and the NYSED give careful consideration to our 
objections which are based on a comprehensive accounting and legal examination. NYTPS looks forward 
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to a fair and equitable examination of the contested disallowances and elimination from the final audit 
report.

Sincerely,

Enc.

Ms. Tina Kim, OSC
Ms. MaryEllen Elia, NYSED
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NYTPS Executive Summary to OSC Audit 2016-S-87

The Engagement Letter dated October 20, 2016 states: "This payment audit will focus on whether the 
costs and other required data submitted by New York Therapy Placement Services to the State Education 
Department on its Consolidated Fiscal Reports for purposes of rate-setting and State reimbursement were 
properly calculated, adequately documented and allowable under the State Education Department's 
guidelines, including the Reimbursable Cost Manual."

The following report will explain and support each of the key points for each finding and will document 
arbitrary and capricious determinations, usage of incorrect guidance for the audit years, standards used 
that are not measurable and based on subjective opinion and departures from procedures prescribed in the 
GAS Yellow Book. (not all inclusive).

For all the above reasons, NYTPS states the audit should be deemed to be null and void and the findings 
based on the below should be removed.

OSC Finding: Personal Service Costs: Excessive Allocation of Personal Service Costs

OSC Utilized Incorrect References in Support of Reallocations of NYTPS Staff and Regulatory Guidance 
Not in Effect for the Audit Years

The OSC Draft Audit Report Includes False and Inaccurate Statements

NYTPS Provides Clarifying Information to OSC

OSC Incorrectly Identifies OSC Audit Procedures for Non-Direct Care Staff Reallocations

OSC Inconsistently Relies on NYTPS Program Identification Time and Attendance Records for Selected 
NYTPS Staff

OSC Cites an Invalid Reason for Reallocation of Non-Direct Care Staff Based on Subjective 
Determinations

OSC Discriminates Against SEIT Program with Non-Direct Care (PTC 500/600) Allocation Methodology

OSC Incorrectly Interprets the Ratio-Value Method, Incorrectly Calls Program Administration Staff 
"Agency Administration Staff" and Disregards NYTPS Program Identification for CFR 1 & CFR 2 Staff 
in Violation of CFRM Appendix I Guidance

OSC Improperly Assigns Non-Direct Care (Program Administration) Employees to Programs in Which 
the Employees Did Not Work Which Is in Direct Violation of RCM III 1. M.

NYTPS Contends OSC Did Not Perform Due Diligence and Gather Sufficient, Appropriate Evidence in 
Violation of Government Audit Standards ("GAS")

NYTPS Supporting Documentation and Regulatory Guidance in Support of the Fair, Reasonable, 
Consistent Allocations

NYTPS Summary Statement in Objection to OSC Finding Excessive Allocation of Personal Service 
Costs
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OSC Finding: Personal Service Costs: Excessive Executive Compensation

OSC's Reassignment of One of NYTPS' Owners Was Erroneous

OSC Finding: Non-Personal Service Costs: Excessive Allocation of Non-Personal Service Costs

OSC Dismantles A Consistent & Reasonable Methodology Which Incorporates NYSED Mandates

OSC and NYSED Conclusions Lack Regulatory Support in the Definition of "Unfairly Skewed" or 
Measurement of Reasonable

NYTPS Allocation Methodology Supports the RCM Definition of Reasonable Cost

OSC Created Hybrid Methodology That Is Unsupported by Regulatory Guidance and Government 
Directives

OSC Disregards Expert Legal Opinion Obtained By NYTPS

OSC Hybrid Methodology Allocate Costs in Violation of CFRM Appendix J- Usage

NYTPS Documents Usage and Applicability of Costs to SEIT Employees vs Independent Contractors 
Ignored by OSC and NYSED

OSC Hybrid Methodology Allocates Costs in Violation of RCM III 1. Recordkeeping M. (1) Allocations

OSC Reallocation Was Not Discussed Until Almost 3.5 Months After OSC On-Site Fieldwork Concluded

NYTPS Consults with NYSED at Recommendation of OSC

NYTPS Supports the Consistent, Reasonable Allocation Methodology with the Following Regulatory 
Guidance, Government Directives and Legal Opinion

NYTPS Summary Statement in Objection to OSC Finding Excessive Allocation of Non-Personal Service 
Costs
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OSC Finding: Personal Service Costs: Excessive Allocation of Personal Service Costs

NYTPS is not in agreement with the OSC's interpretation of the regulatory guidance that is being cited for 
the proposed disallowance of staff. NYTPS contends adherence to the RCM and CFRM standards 
applicable for the audit years 11/12, 12/13 and 13/14. NYTPS will explain, the OSC's inconsistent 
treatment of direct care and non-direct care administrative staff and how it results in allocation of 
employees to programs not worked in direct violation of RCM and CFRM guidance.

In addition, the descriptions and OSC reallocations referenced in the draft audit report are incorrect.

OSC Utilized Incorrect References in Support of Reallocations of NYTPS Staff and Regulatory 
Guidance Not in Effect for the Audit Years

The OSC stated: "According to the RCM, providers working in more than one program should allocate 
salaries and fringe benefits among the programs based on actual time and attendance records.
Otherwise, the provider must complete a time study for each employee who works in more than one 
program. ".

The above OSC statement and reference to the passage in the RCM is incorrect. The OSC has cited the 
RCM which is an incorrect reference for the statement. That statement is not contained in the RCM.

State Comptroller’s Comment 2: As acknowledged below in NYTPS’ response, the RCM also 
states actual hours of service are the preferred statistical basis upon which to allocate salaries 
and fringe benefits for shared staff who work on multiple programs. We modified our report to 
clarify the reference.

The RCM, in reference to guidance on salary allocations for the audit years is as follows:

The RCM Section III General Requirements 1. Recordkeeping B. Time Distribution: (11/12, 12/13, 
13/14) "Actual hours of service are the preferred statistical basis upon which to allocate salaries and 
fringe benefits for shared staff who work on multiple programs. Entities must maintain appropriate 
documentation reflecting the hours used in this allocation. Acceptable documentation may include payroll 
records or time studies. If hours of service cannot be calculated or a time study cannot be completed, 
then alternative methods that are equitable and conform to generally accepted accounting principles 
may be utilized." See Exhibit A

The regulations, per the RCM for the audit years, allowed NYTPS to utilize an alternative method in 
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. In performing an audit to determine allowable 
costs, the State Education Department's guidelines, including the Reimbursable Cost Manual, that is in 
effect for each audit year, must be utilized.

OSC fails to recognize that the RCM expressly allowed agencies to utilize an alternative method in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. The OSC conclusion: "NYTPS did not have 
sufficient time and attendance records or time studies to support the personal service costs reported on its 
2013-14 CFR for its Farmingdale location" is a subjective conclusion.

State Comptroller’s Comment 3: NYTPS’ response references, “If … a time study cannot be 
completed, then alternative methods that are equitable and conform to generally accepted 
accounting principles may be utilized.” We acknowledge that the RCM allows for alternative 
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methods that are equitable and conform to generally accepted accounting principles. However, 
NYTPS used time studies as an allocation methodology to report personal service costs on its CFR. 
Yet, as stated in our report, the time studies did not meet minimum standards required by SED 
per Appendix L of the CFR Manual. NYTPS also used job descriptions/responsibilities as a basis to 
allocate costs. Yet, as also stated in our report, the job descriptions did not indicate the 
percentage of time dedicated to each program, and stated that all job duties were not listed and 
were subject to change. NYTPS did not have sufficient documentation to support the allocation 
of personal service costs reported on the CFRs. Absent sufficient supporting documentation from 
NYTPS to determine if the methodology and resulting cost allocations were fair and reasonable, 
we reallocated the costs using allocation methods that SED agreed with. Based on the 
recalculations, we maintain that personal service costs were over-allocated to the SEIT Program.

OSC referenced an incorrect requirement, for the audit years 11/12, 12/13 and 13/14, that a provider must 
utilize time studies and criteria as outlined in the CFR Manual. This basis is inaccurate and must be 
dismissed and removed due to the RCM Section III General Requirements 1. Recordkeeping B. Time
Distribution cited above which was the regulatory guidance for each of the audit years.

See State Comptroller’s Comment 3. 

OSC used a subjective determination, without support from a regulatory basis, when they cited: "NYTPS 
did not have sufficient time and attendance records." In fact, NYTPS provided time and attendance 
records, for applicable employees for two quarters which were signed by both employee and supervisor 
with the significance that it represents a fair representation of time for the year. The signatures, assuring a 
fair representation of actual time and detailed job description by program worked, add a greater level of 
assurance of evidence. CFR Manual Appendix L- Time Studies does not require signatures. NYTPS also 
had available job descriptions indicating programs worked which were not all requested and/or reviewed 
by OSC.

State Comptroller’s Comment 4: Time and attendance records provided by NYTPS did not 
indicate the hours worked on each program. Further, as stated in our report, NYTPS did not have 
any time studies for some employees, while for other employees, the time studies NYTPS 
provided were for one or two quarters, not all four quarters as required by Appendix L of the CFR 
Manual.

The RCM or CFRM does not define or use the term "time and attendance records". The RCM Section 111 
General Requirements 1. Recordkeeping: Payroll Compensation costs must be based on approved, 
documented payrolls. Payroll must be supported by employee time records prepared during, not after, the 
time period for which the employee was paid. Employee time sheets must be signed by the employee and a 
supervisor and must be completed at least monthly. OSC performed an extensive audit of payroll records, 
timesheets, payroll files and job descriptions for the 13/14 year. NYTPS is not aware of any exceptions in 
the payroll recordkeeping or departure from the prescribed guidance indicated above in the RCM from 
OSC.

State Comptroller’s Comment 5: The payroll records provided by NYTPS supported its aggregate 
payrolls costs. However, these records were not sufficient to support NYTPS’ allocation of payroll 
costs for employees who worked on multiple programs. See State Comptroller’s Comment 4.
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The OSC Draft Audit Report Includes False and Inaccurate Statements

OSC: "For non-direct care administrative staff, we reallocated personal service costs using the ratio 
value method, the SED-required allocation methodology for agency administrative costs."

This statement is not accurate. The OSC did not allocate all non-direct care administrative staff using the 
ratio value method. Inconsistent methodologies were utilized by OSC depending upon CFR reporting by 
NYTPS. CFRM Appendix I defines both agency administration and program administration and provides 
definitive guidance on CFR reporting which is violated by the OSC.

State Comptroller’s Comment 6: For certain non-direct care administrative staff, NYTPS allocated 
a portion of their personal service costs across all programs (indicating they worked across all 
programs) and a portion to specific programs. However, NYTPS did not maintain sufficient 
documentation to support their allocations to specific programs. Therefore, we reallocated their 
entire personal service costs across all programs, using the SED-required ratio value allocation 
methodology for agency administrative costs. For other non-direct care administrative staff, 
NYTPS allocated their personal service costs only to specific programs. Yet again, NYTPS did not 
maintain sufficient documentation to support these allocations. Therefore, we reallocated their 
personal service costs to those specific programs based on the operating costs of those programs. 
As stated in our report, SED officials agreed with our methodologies and conclusions. We 
modified our report to further clarify our reallocation methodologies.

OSC: "As previously stated, NYTPS could not provide sufficient documentation to support its allocations 
of administrative staff salaries to specific programs."

The above statement is inaccurate for several reasons. The OSC did not previously state in the draft audit 
report that NYTPS could not provide sufficient documentation to support its allocations of administrative 
staff salaries to specific programs. In addition, the OSC is making a subjective determination of the term 
sufficient using a basis that was not in effect for the audit years.

State Comptroller’s Comment 7: As stated on page 6 of our report, NYTPS did not have sufficient 
time and attendance records or time studies to support personal service costs reported on its 
CFRs. Our statement is applicable to both program and administrative staff. Our determination 
of “sufficient documentation” is based on the provisions in the RCM and CFR Manual. RCM 
Section III.1.B and CFR Manual Appendix L specify the documentation required to support 
allocations of personal service costs for staff who work on multiple programs. These provisions 
were in effect throughout our audit scope. In addition, as stated in our report, SED agreed with 
our conclusions.

OSC: "Therefore, in response to our preliminary audit findings, NYTPS proposed an alternative 
allocation methodology based on job descriptions and available time studies".

This statement is completely false and inaccurate. Subsequent to the preliminary audit report, NYTPS and 
OSC had calls to review inaccuracies, errors in worksheet calculations and OSC reallocation methodology 
misapplications. NYTPS did not, at any time, propose an alternative method to OSC in agreement that the 
method utilized on the certified CFR report was incorrect.
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State Comptroller’s Comment 8: Subsequent to our preliminary audit findings report, in an April 
3, 2018 letter, NYTPS proposed an alternative allocation methodology using a weighted ratio 
value to allocate personal service costs to specific programs based on job descriptions. However, 
as noted in State Comptroller’s Comment 3, job descriptions did not indicate the percentage of 
time dedicated to each program and stated that all job duties were not listed and subject to 
change.

OSC: "However, the job descriptions did not include the percentage of time dedicated to each program. 
Further, certain job descriptions stated that all job duties were not listed and were subject to change.
Therefore, these could not be used to identify specific programs an employee worked on". 
The OSC is inconsistent and arbitrary when reliance was placed and utilized in decisions on the 
reallocations and placements of other employees. All job descriptions for OSC reallocated employees for 
13/14 indicated the same disclaimer. All the job descriptions that OSC reviewed in the 13/14 audit year 
indicated applicability for the 13/14 fiscal year.

Discussed below, NYTPS can support through documented emails and records that OSC did not review 
all job descriptions for 13/14 and did not review the 2012/13 and 2011/12 job descriptions. See Exhibit E

State Comptroller’s Comment 9: Reviewing a sample of records is a standard audit practice. We 
reviewed a sample of job descriptions and conducted 22 interviews with selected employees. As 
previously noted in State Comptroller’s Comments 3 and 8, for employees who worked on 
multiple programs, we could not rely on job descriptions to determine the programs or amount 
of time worked on each program.

OSC: "In addition, the time studies did not meet SED's requirements for sufficient time studies, per the 
CFR Manual."

This statement is false and failed to include the RCM citation despite being listed in the OSC Draft 
Report Exhibit.

See State Comptroller’s Comment 4. 

The RCM Section III General Requirement 1. Recordkeeping B. Time Distribution: (11/12, 12/13, 
13/14) "Actual hours of service are the preferred statistical basis upon which to allocate salaries and 
fringe benefits for shared staff who work on multiple programs. Entities must maintain appropriate 
documentation reflecting the hours used in this allocation. Acceptable documentation may include payroll 
records or time studies. If hours of service cannot be calculated or a time study cannot be completed, 
then alternative methods that are equitable and conform to generally accepted accounting principles 
may be utilized." See Exhibit A

See State Comptroller’s Comment 3. 

NYTPS Provides Clarifying Information to OSC

NYTPS Clarifying Information OSC Audit 2016-S-87 Submitted 1-8-18 (Pages 24)
Thank you for the opportunity for allowing New York Therapy Placement Services ("NYTPS") to submit 
clarifying information to the Office of the State Comptroller ("OSC") regarding the audit 2016-S-87. As 
we stated in our Response to Preliminary Audit Findings dated September 15, 2017, and also during the 
conference call on 11/20/17, we are not in agreement with the departures from standard practices under 
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the Consolidated Fiscal Report ("CFR") Manual and Reimbursable Cost Manual ("RCM") utilized by 
OSC. As stated in the Response to Preliminary Audit Findings and also on the conference call, NYTPS 
had found significant errors and inconsistencies on the OSC methodologies utilized and applied. These 
OSC methodologies served as a basis for the computation of the proposed OSC disallowances.

NYTPS also appreciates the OSC suggestion to schedule another call so that all parties understand the 
information contained in this report.

This report contains the following information which resulted from OSC questions during the call, 
suggestions by NYTPS to provide clarifying information and also additional information requested in an 
email by OSC on 12/6/17.

With this information and report, NYTPS continues to contend that our responses to the OSC preliminary 
findings warrant removal of the OSC's finding prior to the preparation of the OSC's Draft Audit Report. 
This submission is supplementary and does not replace the Response to Preliminary Audit Findings filed 
or denote that we are in agreement with any items not contained in this report.

Thank you very much. We appreciate your cooperation and willingness to review and to consider 
amendment of your proposed disallowances in order to prepare the OSC draft report. We are available, at 
your convenience to review further and look forward to our call.

NYTPS Clarifying Information OSC Audit 2016-S-87 Submitted 4-3-18 (Pages 59)
Thank you for the opportunity for allowing New York Therapy Placement Services ("NYTPS") to submit 
clarifying information to the Office of the State Comptroller ("OSC") regarding the audit 2016-S-87.

With this packet we are including schedules and comments on the OSC Worksheets received prior to the 
call on April 3, 2018. The following is attached:

1) Reallocation % for Ratio Value using a weighted ratio value to correctly identify employees to 
programs that are evidenced by job descriptions.

2) Clarification in reference to the OSC utilization of independent contractors and OTPS 
reallocation.

3) OSC OTPS Reallocation

With this information and report, NYTPS continues to contend that our responses to the OSC preliminary 
findings warrant removal of the OSC's finding prior to the preparation of the OSC's Draft Audit Report. 
This submission is supplementary and does not replace the Response to Preliminary Audit Findings filed 
or denote that we are in agreement with any items not contained in this report.

Thank you very much. We appreciate your cooperation and willingness to review and to consider 
amendment of your proposed disallowances in order to prepare the OSC draft report.

State Comptroller’s Comment 10: We acknowledge NYTPS provided clarifying information in 
response to our preliminary audit findings. We reviewed the information and adjusted our 
findings as appropriate.

OSC Incorrectly Identifies OSC Audit Procedures for Non-Direct Care Staff Reallocations

The OSC draft audit report's description of OSC audit procedures and actual calculations performed are 
incorrectly stated for the Non-Direct Care staff.
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OSC Finding: "For non-direct care administrative staff, we reallocated personal service costs using the 
ratio value method, the SED-required allocation methodology for agency administrative costs. As 
previously stated, NYTPS could not provide sufficient documentation to support its allocations of 
administrative staff salaries to specific programs."

The OSC conclusion and statement is not correct. The OSC did perform reallocation for administrative 
staff based on operating cost utilizing and relying on NYTPS program identification for PTC 500 Codes 
who worked in and were reported only in CFR 1 or CFR 2.

For the OSC reallocated employees reported with any time in CFR 3, the OSC chose not to rely on the 
NYTPS program administration program identification for those non-direct care staff for programs 
reported on CFR 1 and CFR 2 but chose to rely only on the CFR 3 NYTPS reporting. The significant and 
subjective departure rests in the OSC determination to ignore the CFR 1 & CFR 2 NYTPS program 
administration program identification and reallocate to all programs, disregarding actual programs worked 
in the OSC utilization of "Ratio Value".

State Comptroller’s Comment 11: Our reallocation methodology is explained in our report and 
State Comptroller’s Comment 6. Our reallocation methodology did not disregard actual programs 
worked. We reallocated personal service costs only among the programs NYTPS initially charged 
those costs to.

The OSC performed multiple reallocations, based on varying methodologies, based upon NYTPS 
program identification. The OSC states that "NYTPS could not provide sufficient documentation to 
support its allocations of administrative staff salaries to specific programs" but OSC is utilizing the same 
NYTPS documentation and support used for the Direct Care, 100% to Program Administration, 100% to 
SEIT or other Non-SEIT programs including CFR 3 reporting.

State Comptroller’s Comment 12: To verify whether employees worked 100 percent on the SEIT 
Program, we conducted interviews with a sample of those employees. We did not reallocate the 
personal service costs of staff who NYTPS charged to a single program.

OSC Inconsistently Relies on NYTPS Program Identification Time and Attendance Records for 
Selected NYTPS Staff

OSC: "For direct care staff, we reallocated each employee's salary based on the percentage of total
operating costs charged to the SEIT Program compared to the total operating costs charged to all 
programs the employee was charged to."

In order to reach the reallocation decisions stated in the report for Direct Care and 100% to Program 
Administration, as stated above, the OSC must have relied on the employee's job description and/or time 
and attendance record (signed by the employee and supervisor for two quarters). In addition, OSC must 
have determined those employees reported 100% to SEIT or other Non-SEIT programs as being valid 
based on employee's job description and/or time and attendance record.

Notwithstanding the fact that the OSC is incorrectly applying the requirements for the necessity of time 
studies to the incorrect years, the OSC has stated four quarters were necessary. The OSC, nonetheless 
credited one or two quarters of time and attendance records to validate the program identification 
reporting by NYTPS of employees charged as Direct Care, 100% to Program Administration, 100% to 
SEIT or other Non-SEIT programs including CFR 3 reporting. OSC selectively utilized NYTPS job 
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description and/or time and attendance records for reliance and disregarded the same program 
identification information for others.

See State Comptroller’s Comment 12. 

State Comptroller’s Comment 13: As noted in State Comptroller’s Comment 7, the requirements 
for sufficient documentation to support allocations of personal service costs for staff who work 
on multiple programs were in effect throughout our audit scope. 

OSC Cites an Invalid Reason for Reallocation of Non-Direct Care Staff Based on Subjective
Determinations

OSC Finding: "Further, certain job descriptions stated that all job duties were not listed and were subject 
to change. Therefore, these could not be used to identify specific programs an employee worked on."

As stated previously, the OSC is inconsistent and arbitrary when reliance was placed and utilized in 
decisions on the reallocations and placements of other employees. All job descriptions for OSC 
reallocated employees for 13/14 indicated the same disclaimer. All the job descriptions that OSC 
reviewed in the 13/14 audit year indicated applicability for the 13/14 fiscal year.

Discussed below, NYTPS can support through documented emails and records that OSC did not review 
all job descriptions for 13/14 and did not review the 2012/13 and 2011/12 job descriptions. See Exhibit E

See State Comptroller’s Comment 9. 

The job descriptions requested and reviewed by the OSC were clearly labeled for the 13/14 year. The job 
descriptions, which had the same notations, must have been utilized by OSC for programs identification 
for other Direct Care and Non-Direct Care reallocations. The notation on the job description does not 
discredit the validity or accuracy.

State Comptroller’s Comment 14: We did not rely on job descriptions to identify the programs 
staff worked on. See State Comptroller’s Comment 9.

OSC Discriminates Against SEIT Program with Non-Direct Care (PTC 500/600) Allocation 
Methodology

As indicated above the OSC targeted only the SEIT employees for ratio value reallocation amongst all 
programs despite whether the employee worked in the program. If a Non-Direct Care (PTC 500/600) 
employee did not work in the SEIT program, and therefore was not reported in the SEIT program on CFR
1, but worked in other multiple programs as both program administration and CFR 3, this was not 
factored in the pool of reallocation by OSC. The SEIT program only received the downside of the OSC 
allocation using ratio value. Therefore, only reallocating the entire cost of the employee providing SEIT 
services to other programs, in which the employee did not work or have job descriptions, distorts and 
discriminates against the SEIT Program.

State Comptroller’s Comment 15: We audited the costs NYTPS reported on its CFRs for the SEIT 
Program. Accordingly, we did not review documentation to support personal service costs for 
staff NYTPS did not charge to the SEIT Program.
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OSC Incorrectly Interprets the Ratio-Value Method, Incorrectly Calls Program Administration 
Staff "Agency Administration Staff" and Disregards NYTPS Program Identification for CFR 1 & 
CFR 2 Staff in Violation of CFRM Appendix I Guidance

In the OSC section for non-direct care administrative staff, OSC states: "we reallocated personal service 
costs using the ratio value method, the SED-required allocation methodology for agency administrative 
costs"

As discussed previously, the OSC incorrectly classified, only SEIT employees, as "agency administrative 
costs". The above OSC reference to the SED-required allocation methodology is only correct if the 
employee is 100% agency administrative and meets the definition and guidelines in CFRM Appendix I. 
The OSC discriminately selected and targeted PTC 500/600 SEIT employees in the SEIT program only.

Therefore, OSC utilized an incorrect reference to justify and support the reallocation of SEIT staff and 
disallowances. The OSC statement implies that all dual SEIT employees such as PTC 500 Program 
Administration /PTC 600 Agency Administration codes are 100% agency administrative costs, only for 
the SEIT employees who were also reported in CFR 3. The OSC ratio value method pooled the entire 
salary paid to the SEIT employee and reclassed to CFR 3, utilized ratio value and allocated to all 
programs even those not worked.

See State Comptroller’s Comment 6. 

As indicated in the previous section, OSC relied upon the NYTPS documentation for program 
identification in order to reach the decisions stated in the report for Direct Care, 100% to Program 
Administration, 100% to SEIT or other non-SEIT programs, including CFR 3 reporting, but ignored the
CFR 1 and CFR 2 program identification for the SEIT PTC 500/600 employees, choosing to place their 
entire salary to CFR 3 and reallocate using ratio value. The result is the incorrect allocation of staff to 
programs not worked.

See State Comptroller’s Comments 11 and 14. 

The CFRM Appendix I Guidance states and defines "Agency Administration" as follows in direct 
contradiction to the OSC actions and conclusions. See Exhibit B

Agency Administration Defined

Agency administration costs include all the administrative costs that are not directly related to specific 
programs/sites but are attributable to the overall operation of the agency such as:
•Costs for the overall direction of the organization;
•Costs for general record keeping, budget and fiscal management;
•Costs for governing board activities;
•Costs for public relations (excluding fund raising and special events); and
•Costs for parent agency expenses.

Agency administration costs do not include program/site specific costs or program administration 
costs. Program/site costs are costs directly associated with the provision of services and are included on 
the appropriate line of expense on Schedules CFR-1 (lines 16 through 63).

Program administration costs are administrative costs which are directly attributable to a specific 
program/site (i.e., personal services and fringe benefits of Billing Personnel, Program Director, Program 
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Coordinator, etc.) and are to be included on the appropriate line of expense on CFR-1 (lines 16 
through 63).

The CFRM Appendix I Guidance states and defines "Ratio Value": Allocation of Total Agency 
Administration Costs to Program/Sites

To ensure equity of distribution and to provide uniformity in allocation of agency administration,
OASAS, OMH, OPWDD, and SED require the ratio value (R/V) method of allocation to be used on the 
core CFR schedules (CFR-1 through CFR-6).

The ratio value method uses operating costs as the basis for allocating agency administration expenses. 
Agency administration expenses must be allocated to programs operated by OASAS, OMH, OPWDD and 
SED as well as shared programs and "Other Programs" (includes fundraising, special events, management 
services contracts provided to other entities, all programs funded by non-CFRS participating State 
agencies, etc.) based upon the ratio of agency administration costs to the service provider's total operating 
costs. Please refer to Section 8.0 (FAQ) for further information.

The deeming of all dual (PTC 500/600) staff, for SEIT employees only, as 100% agency administration or 
ratio value eligible is an arbitrary procedure based on an arbitrary, discriminatory and inaccurate OSC 
assumption, in direct violation to CFRM guidance and grossly misstates and misreports the time 
according to program identified job descriptions, signed time and attendance records and actual job 
responsibilities placing staff in programs not worked or without any job responsibilities.

State Comptroller’s Comment 16: In accordance with Appendix I of the CFR Manual, program 
administrative costs which are directly attributable to a specific program should be directly 
charged to that specific program. However, these costs must be allocated among the specific 
programs in accordance with, and meet the documentation requirements of, both the RCM and 
the CFR Manual. As previously stated, NYTPS’ job descriptions and time and attendance records 
did not meet SED’s documentation requirements. These records were not sufficient to support 
NYTPS’ personal service cost allocations to specific programs. As such, we reallocated their 
personal service costs using the methodology explained in State Comptroller’s Comment 6.

OSC Improperly Assigns Non-Direct Care (Program Administration) Employees to Programs in 
Which the Employees Did Not Work Which Is in Direct Violation of RCM III 1. M.

As discussed, the non-direct care (PTC 500/600) OSC reallocation for SEIT employees only, pooled 
together all PTC 500/600 employees who had any time recorded in CFR 3 and reallocated them to all 
CFR programs, using an agency administration ratio value % for each reported program that was reported 
on the certified CFR report. This is contrary to the employee program identification job description and 
available signed time and attendance records. The OSC action resulted in an inaccurate and
misrepresentation of employees' job descriptions with the result of employees allocated and recorded to 
programs not worked in direct violation to RCM III 1. M (1). See Exhibit C

RCM III 1. M. Salaries of employees who perform tasks for more than one program and/or entity must be 
allocated among all program and/or entities for which they work.

See State Comptroller’s Comment 11.
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NYTPS Contends OSC Did Not Perform Due Diligence and Gather Sufficient, Appropriate 
Evidence in Violation of Government Audit Standards ("GAS")

OSC Expanded the Audit but Never Reviewed and/or Requested 2011/12 and 2012/13 
Documentation NYTPS contends that OSC did not obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence per GAS 
Section 6.56 Obtaining Sufficient, Appropriate Evidence- See Exhibit D to base their conclusion. For the 
11/12 and 12/13 years, OSC requested generic job descriptions for which NYTPS responded that "For 
those codes, we do provide employees with individual job descriptions based on employees' 
responsibilities." OSC never requested further information and did not review any 11/12 or 12/13 job 
descriptions. See Exhibit E

State Comptroller’s Comment 17: As noted in State Comptroller’s Comment 9, we reviewed a 
sample of job descriptions and concluded we could not rely on them to determine which 
programs employees worked on or the amount of time worked on each program. Therefore, we 
did not review additional job descriptions.

OSC Did Not Review Programs at Each Location Regarding Employee Reallocations
NYTPS had furnished OSC with the detail of the revenue and costs for each of the office locations for the 
SEIT Program. Despite being on site for over 4 months and visiting the two offices, OSC never requested 
detail of the costs as they pertain to the two offices. In this case employees were reallocated to programs 
that did not exist at the locations that they worked.

See State Comptroller’s Comment 11.

NYTPS Supporting Documentation and Regulatory Guidance in Support of the Fair, Reasonable, 
Consistent Allocations

1. RCM Section III.1. B See Exhibit A
If hours of service cannot be calculated or a time study cannot be completed, then alternative methods 
that are equitable and conform to generally accepted accounting principles may be utilized.

2. RCM III 1. M (1) See Exhibit C
Salaries of employees who perform tasks for more than one program and/or entity must be allocated 
among all program and/or entities for which they work.

3. CFR Appendix I: See Exhibit B
Agency administration costs do not include program/site specific costs or program administration 
costs. Service Providers should note that all attempts should be made to directly charge an expense to 
the appropriate cost center (agency administration or program/site and program administration).

4. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles: GAAP AU Section 420 Consistency of Application of 
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles. See Exhibit F

NYTPS Summary Statement in Objection to OSC Finding Excessive Allocation of Personal Service 
Costs

NYTPS objects to the OSC caption: "Excessive Allocation of Personal Service Costs" and the OSC 
comments that NYTPS did not have sufficient documentation. NYTPS takes great exception to the 
dismantling of the NYTPS certified CFR 4 Personal Service Costs when the OSC is basing findings on 
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inaccurate regulatory guidance for the audit years, incorrect and discriminatory interpretations of 
published guidance, inconsistent treatments based on the same NYTPS documentation and the OSC 
failure to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence before making an audit conclusion.

In contrast, NYTPS has provided sufficient documentation, the correct regulatory adherence to the 
published guidance for the audit years and sufficient support for the submission of CFR 4 for each audit 
year.

Based on a very careful and detailed review of the OSC audit conclusions and calculations throughout the 
audit, NYTPS is confident in contending that subjective and arbitrary actions were taken in order to
potentially recoup funding from the SEIT program. This section of the OSC draft report should be 
deemed null and void.

See State Comptroller’s Comment 1.

OSC Finding: Personal Services: Excessive Executive Compensation

NYTPS is not in agreement with the OSC conclusions and basis that is being cited for the proposed 
additional median offset of salary costs for NYTPS.

OSC's Reassignment of One of NYTPS' Owners Was Erroneous

This section of the report contains numerous inaccuracies and misstatements. The OSC states: "NYTPS 
has two owners; one was reported as the Director of Division (equated to an Assistant Executive Director 
by SED)"

This is an inaccurate statement as the OSC was provided with a full job description during field audit. The 
other owner is not an Assistant Executive Director. The OSC also did not mention that NYSED internally 
altered a certified CFR report to perform this reclassification without notification to NYTPS.

This section also fails to mention that the review of the compensation reported for PTC 601, 602 and 603 
on the CFR reports is contained in the methodology and adjusted each year by NYSED. In fact, the 
TRATE for each provider already includes an offset for reported applicable positions.

State Comptroller’s Comment 18: Our statement is accurate. NYTPS reported one owner as 
Executive Director and the other owner as Director of Division for all three years of our audit 
scope. SED reclassified the Director of Division to an Assistant Executive Director on the 2013-14 
CFR and applied the median salary threshold. Further, SED is authorized by the Education 
Commissioner’s Regulations to make adjustments to costs reported on the CFR.
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OSC Finding: Non-Personal Service Costs: Excessive Allocation of Non-Personal Service Costs

NYTPS adamantly objects to the OSC finding that does not cite a basis other than "Providers must use 
allocation methods that are fair and reasonable" In addition OSC uses a terminology "unfairly skewed"
which is a subjective and arbitrary determination as it does not exist in any regulations and therefore is 
not measurable.

State Comptroller’s Comment 19: The RCM requires providers to use allocation methods that 
are fair and reasonable. We concluded NYTPS’ allocation methodology was neither fair nor 
reasonable because it unfairly skewed non-personal service costs to the SEIT Program.

OSC Dismantles A Consistent & Reasonable Methodology Which Incorporates NYSED Mandates

NYTPS has utilized an allocation method consistently of Staff FTE Methodology, in accordance with 
regulatory guidance, for certain applicable OTPS, excluding CFR 4A independent contractors, that could 
not be charged directly to a program. It must be noted that the audit years were 11/12, 12/13 and 13/14.

The SEIT employees were first included in Staff FTE Methodology in the 12/13 year as it was the first 
year following an NYSED mandate, of SEIT Conversion from independent contractor to W2 Employee, 
With the conversion, the SEIT employees are now employees, supervised and belong in the Staff FTE 
Methodology calculation in accordance with the NYTPS consistent and reasonable methodology.

OSC and NYSED Conclusions Lack Regulatory Support in the Definition of "Unfairly Skewed" or 
Measurement of Reasonable

The only explanation in the Draft Audit Report from OSC to justify the OTPS reallocation is that the 
"NYTPS' methodology unfairly skewed allocated costs to the SEIT program, which did not contain 
contracted personnel."

As mentioned, the terminology "unfairly skewed" is a purely subjective conclusion not published in any 
guidance or regulation.

As NYTPS indicated in the cover letter, OSC recommended that we speak directly to NYSED which was 
denied. NYTPS was afforded email communications.

NYTPS requested, among other information, the details of the reimbursement standard and the standard 
measurements to support the conclusion that would render a fair, reasonable, consistent methodology in 
accordance with six published regulatory guidelines, to include an expert legal opinion, that would 
support the OSC and NYSED conclusion that the NYTPS allocation methodology as not fair and 
reasonable.

NYTPS did receive a final communication which is attached from NYSED: See Exhibit G
"The standard used to disallow some of your expenses was that your method for allocating certain costs 
between your programs was not reasonable. It was deemed not reasonable because it directed more costs 
to the SEIT program and less cost to your other program and there was not a justification to support this 
"skew" – I feel like I have answered all the questions on this matter."

NYTPS, after reaching out to NYSED, at the direction of OSC, was not provided support in terms of 
requested regulatory guidance or measurement to support this finding and therefore, concludes the finding 
to be an arbitrary, capricious and subjective conclusion.
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State Comptroller’s Comment 20: As stated on page 8 of our report, NYTPS based its allocation 
of certain non-personal service costs on the number of FTEs assigned to each program. NYTPS 
excluded contracted personnel – who are generally utilized by non-SEIT programs – from their 
FTE calculations. NYTPS provides administrative billing and collection services for independent 
contractors, and processes their invoices. Also, while NYTPS argued contracted personnel do not 
use facility space, we determined contracted personnel use a similar service delivery model as 
SEIT personnel and neither provide services at NYTPS’ facilities. Because NYTPS excluded 
contracted personnel from the allocation methodology, NYTPS’ allocation was not reasonable 
and it allocated a disproportionate share of non-personal service costs to the SEIT Program. In 
2012-13, NYTPS allocated nearly 70 percent of non-personal service costs to the SEIT Program.

NYTPS Allocation Methodology Supports the RCM Definition of Reasonable Cost See Exhibit H

RCM Section 1 Definitions: Reasonable Cost: A. Ordinary and Necessary; E. NYTPS did not 
significantly deviate from established practices of the entity or similar entities to unjustifiably increase the 
cost. The same methodology was used since inception and incorporated NYSED mandates.

State Comptroller’s Comment 21: Converting SEIT staff from independent contractors to 
employees had a material impact on NYTPS’ allocation methodology. In 2011-12, the last year 
SEIT staff were classified as independent contractors, NYTPS allocated 41.83 percent of non-
personal service costs to the SEIT Program. In contrast, in 2012-13, the first year SEIT staff were 
classified as employees, NYTPS allocated 67.53 percent of non-personal service costs to the SEIT 
Program.

OSC Created Hybrid Methodology That Is Unsupported by Regulatory Guidance and Government 
Directives

The OSC hybrid methodology to include independent contractors serves to undermine the consistent and 
reasonable NYTPS methodology which has been utilized since inception of the SEIT Program and 
contradicts regulatory RCM and CFR guidance, Internal Revenue Service, Department of Labor and an 
expert legal opinion.

See State Comptroller’s Comment 21. 

The inclusion of CFR 4A and CFR 2 therapists (independent contractors) by OSC in the NYTPS Staff 
Allocation Methodology contradicts the very nature and contractual relationship NYTPS has with their 
independent contractors. The OSC inclusion is contradictory to guidance published in the RCM, CFR and 
guidance dictated by the Department of Labor and the Internal Revenue Service.

By the OSC including the therapists in the NYTPS Staff FTE Methodology calculation (for which there is 
no guidance in the CFR Manual or RCM for inclusion), OSC is classifying them as an employee and 
falsely allocated costs, that are not related to the independent contractors based on usage and NYTPS 
contracts to programs.

See State Comptroller’s Comment 20. 

The Draft Audit Report does not explain how the OSC calculated and included the CFR 4A Independent 
Contractors in the Staff FTE Methodology Calculation. OSC calculated an average rate of other CFR 1 
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therapists to calculate an hourly rate for a total amount of CFR 2 contractors and created a standard work 
week which did not exist. The CFR 4 A & CFR 2 independent contractors do not have a standard work 
week. The CFR regulatory guidance clearly indicates how to calculate an FTE for employees only with 
standard work weeks.

State Comptroller’s Comment 22: To allocate costs among all workers and not just those who 
were employees, it was necessary to recognize everyone on the same basis. Consequently, we 
calculated FTEs for independent contractors by taking reported hours paid and dividing it by the 
total number of hours in the year based on the standard work week (40 hours per week x 52 
weeks per year). We used the same standard work week reported by NYTPS for 
employees to convert NYTPS independent contractors to an FTE. Using the same standard work 
week allowed for a fair and reasonable distribution of costs.

OSC Disregards Expert Legal Opinion Obtained By NYTPS

As suggested in the CFR Manual CFR 4A, NYTPS sought the opinion from a legal expert to review the 
OSC proposed reallocation. The report was provided to OSC on 4-3-18 which concluded:

"This, pursuant to the clear language in the Consolidated Fiscal Report and Claiming Manual, the 
determination by the Internal Revenue Service that the Therapists contracting with NYTPS are 
independent contractors is binding on OSC. Therefore, it is not proper to include the independent 
contractors in an allocation base of costs for which NYTPS does not reimburse or provide facilities and 
therefore the independent contractors cannot be included in a Staff FTE Allocation" See Exhibit I

State Comptroller’s Comment 23: We are not questioning IRS determinations that NYTPS 
therapists are independent contractors. As stated in State Comptroller’s Comment 20, we 
concluded both employees and independent contractors should be included in the FTE 
calculations used to allocate non-personal service costs.

OSC Hybrid Methodology Allocate Costs in Violation of CFRM Appendix J-Usage

The result of the OSC reallocation is that expenses are not allocated to programs based on usage. OSC 
created a hybrid methodology that does not exist and results in a departure from all the standards included 
in the NYTPS response, especially the CFR Appendix J which indicates costs should be allocated on 
usage. The RCM, among other provisions, also states allocations should be allocated across all programs 
and/or entities benefited by the expenditure. The OSC hybrid methodology directly violates those 
regulatory directives. See Exhibit J

State Comptroller’s Comment 24: The RCM requires providers to use allocation methods that 
are fair and reasonable. NYTPS’ initial allocation of these costs was based on FTEs, as was our 
reallocation of these costs. As previously explained in State Comptroller’s Comment 20, we 
concluded NYTPS’ calculation of FTEs used in their allocation methodology resulted in a 
disproportionate share of non-personal service costs allocated to the SEIT Program. 
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NYTPS Documents Usage and Applicability of Costs to SEIT Employees vs Independent 
Contractors Ignored by OSC and NYSED

NYTPS provided and documented the following information which serves to support the NYSED 
mandated employee status of the SEIT teachers and their correct inclusion in the 12/13 Staff FTE 
Methodology and forward allocation base.

Direct Employee SEIT Teacher Supplies: The SEIT Teachers, as a W2 employee, were provided 
direct supplies to be used in the service to the students. Supplies are not afforded to independent 
contractors.

Direct Employee SEIT Teacher Related Supplies & Costs: As an employee, NYTPS pays the 
mandated fringe benefits and also the nonmandated health and pension (based on hour qualification). A 
separate SEIT Employee Policy handbook was created. This process includes processing paperwork, 
eligibility, communication to payroll company, insurance companies, pension, etc. requires 
supplies, telephone, internet, staff time, among other expenses due to taxes and benefits over that not 
afforded to 1099.

In addition, Employee SEIT Teachers are also subject to the NYC Earned Safe and Sick Time Act which 
requires additional paperwork, supplies, recordkeeping, internet, equipment, telephone among 
other expenses.

Direct Employee SEIT Mandatory Orientation Costs: Beginning 2012, the first year of conversion to 
W2, all SEIT Teachers, as employees, were required to undergo orientations. In 2012 and 2013, two of 
the orientation sessions were held on-site. All sessions required supplies and materials, staff time, 
telephone communications, rental costs, furniture, computers & internet time, among other 
expenses to coordinate.

Direct Employee SEIT Training Costs: NYTPS held SEIT trainings at various locations throughout the 
2012/13 and 2013/14 year for the SEIT Teachers who are employees. All training sessions required 
supplies, telephone, computers & internet among other expenses.

Meetings and orientations and handouts include among other materials: Workshop on FBA and BIP, 
New school year mandatory orientation meetings, SEIT policy manual, SEIT employee manual.

Direct Employee SEIT Related Telephone Costs: Employees were assigned cellphones that were 
reviewed during OSC audit that applied to the SEIT Program.

Computer & Internet Expenses: NYTPS is required to keep and maintain an additional level of detail 
for the SEIT program per mandates. In addition, Employee SEIT Teachers are required to submit their 
schedules electronically to the office.

Insurance Costs: Employee SEIT Teachers are not required to have their own insurance policies,
unlike the independent contractors and are covered under the NYTPS policy and are factored into the 
total cost of the policy.

Supervisory Teacher/IEP Coordinator Expenses: The SEIT Teachers, requiring supervision, have time 
spent interacting with and conversing with PTC 215 and PTC 238. Supplies and materials would 
include office supplies, telephone, computers in review and further of their responsibilities

See State Comptroller’s Comment 20.
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OSC Hybrid Methodology Allocates Costs in Violation of RCM III 1. Recordkeeping M. (1) 
Allocations- See Exhibit C

Any expenditures that cannot be charged directly to a specific program must be allocated across all 
programs and/or entities benefited by the expenditure.

State Comptroller’s Comment 25: Our allocation methodology did not violate RCM III. (1). We 
reallocated non-personal service costs among the programs NYTPS initially allocated these costs 
to.

OSC Reallocation Was Not Discussed Until Almost 3.5 Months After OSC On-Site Fieldwork 
Concluded

The OTPS reallocation proposed by the OSC was not discussed as a concern nor questioned during the 
on-site fieldwork phase by OSC. The OSC left the site on March 31, 2017 where the OSC clearly
expressed the audit was in the final phase. On 5-31-17 OSC requested information on the NYTPS 
allocations. It was not until 7-12-17 on a call that NYTPS was informed of the OSC intention to reallocate 
the OTPS, On August 2, 2017 NYTPS was sent the OSC worksheets and the Preliminary Report.

State Comptroller’s Comment 26: To accommodate NYTPS, we completed our on-site work on 
March 31, 2017 and continued our audit fieldwork from our office in Albany, NY. Our initial audit 
information request, dated October 20, 2016, included NYTPS’ allocation methodology for the 
period July 1, 2013 through June 30, 2014.

NYTPS Consults with NYSED at Recommendation of OSC

Upon OSC suggestion, NYTPS reached out to NYSED for an opinion and was denied a meeting and was
afforded email communications.

NYSED, among other items, asked for explanations on usage of the expenses OSC reallocated and their 
applicability to the SEIT Program, namely usage. NYTPS provided information, clearly providing 
support for inclusion in the NYTPS consistent methodology, as to additional expenses which are afforded 
to employees based on usage and relevance over that of an independent contractor.

The following are excerpts from communications with NYSED:

NYSED upon review of the requested material sent from NYTPS stated: "I am not able to re-create the 
in-depth review that is taken as a part of an audit engagement and therefore cannot validate the 
information as accurate.

When NYTPS questioned NYSED further states: "We did consider the relevant information, and I am 
reading the facts in the audit and the standard applied in the audit - the facts in the audit, as applied to 
the standard for reimbursement are proper."

NYSED Position in an email communication on 6-1-18: See Exhibit G
The standard used to disallow some of your expenses was that your method for allocating certain costs 
between your programs was not reasonable. It was deemed not reasonable because it directed more costs 
to the SEIT program and less cost to your other program and there was not a justification to support this 
"skew" - I feel like I have answered all the questions on this matter. "
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NYTPS Supports the Consistent, Reasonable Allocation Methodology with the Following 
Regulatory Guidance, Government Directives and Legal Opinion

NYTPS was able to cite and support that a reasonable and consistent allocation method was followed as 
provided below:
RCM Section 1 Definitions: Reasonable Cost: A. Ordinary and Necessary; E. NYTPS did not 
significantly deviate from established practices of the entity or similar entities to unjustifiably increase the 
cost. The same methodology was used since inception and incorporated NYSED mandates. See Exhibit H

See State Comptroller’s Comment 21. 

CFR Appendix J: If the recommended allocation method does not apply, the provider should determine 
a more reasonable method of allocation. Example: A service provider needs to allocate supplies and 
materials costs to several program/sites. The recommended allocation method noted above is units of 
service. However, all the program/sites do not report units of service. In this case, a more reasonable 
method of allocating supplies and materials would be to allocate the cost based on usage. (The IC 
contractors do not use the expenses and therefore should not be a driver) See Exhibit J

See State Comptroller’s Comment 20. 

CFR - CFR 4 Personal Services Calculation of an FTE: CFR Manual Section 16 explains and provides 
a directive for CFR 4 Employees Only, OSC calculated a weighted average rate from CFR 4A programs 
and made up a standard work week which does not exist for Independent Contractors but for only 
employees. See Exhibit K

See State Comptroller’s Comment 22. 

CFR 4A does not provide guidance for calculation of standard work weeks CFR Manual Section 17 
speaks to reporting hours. An important guidance which the agency followed is: Questions regarding 
whether or not an individual is a contractor or an employee should be directed to the IRS, the service
provider's accountant and/or tax attorney. Individuals receiving W-2 tax forms from the service provider 
are considered to be employees of the service provider and should be reported on Schedule CFR-4.
See Exhibit L

See State Comptroller’s Comment 23. 

RCM III 1. M Allocations: Any expenditures that cannot be charged directly to a specific program must 
be allocated across all programs and/or entities benefited by the expenditure. The cost of supplies that are 
purchased for distribution among multiple programs must be allocated among these programs if direct 
charges are not possible. See Exhibit C

Internal Revenue Service, Department of Labor Directives: NYTPS has been deemed in compliance 
in past audits where it categorized the Independent Contractors as Independent Contractors in accordance 
with all our information submitted.

See State Comptroller’s Comment 23. 

Opinion from Legal Expert on Classification of Independent Contractors: In accordance with the 
CFR directive in CFR 4A Section 17, NYTPS consulted an attorney and obtained a legal opinion which 
we sent in 4/3/18 which is a 26- page report with attachments. Exhibit I
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See State Comptroller’s Comment 23. 

NYTPS Summary Statement in Objection to OSC Finding Excessive Allocation of Non-Personal 
Service Costs

NYTPS strongly disagrees with the joint decision by NYSED and OSC that the OSC hybrid 
methodology, a methodology that does not exist and is not supported in regulatory guidance, is relevant 
and valid to be used in an audit. A "standard" that is used in an audit must be available for review and 
measure prior to reporting expenditures on a CFR report. If a standard such as the OSC "unfairly skewed" 
is used, the definition, measurement and guidelines of what constitutes "unfairly" and "skewed" must be 
published and made available prior to reporting of CFR expenditures.

See State Comptroller’s Comment 19. 

This constitutes a total lack of transparency, both on the part of OSC and NYSED. This decision, without 
appropriate evidence and information available to NYTPS, is arbitrary and capricious on the part of both 
OSC and NYSED and should be null and void.
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Non-Program-Related Costs; Costs Reported for a Different Reporting Periods; Non-Audit 
Services; Additional Non-Personal Service Costs

The total expenditures for the NYTPS program audited for the three years 11/12, 12/13 and 13/14 were
$8,727,005, $7,981,074 and $6,819,487 respectively for a total of $23,527, 566. The disallowances total
$31,560, $11, 331, $5,557 and $1,047 respectively for a total of $49,495. This amounts to a .21 % of our
total in the programs.

NYTPS is not challenging the above findings in this category. NYTPS will take greater care in the 
recording of items. NYTPS is pleased that the only other findings, other than those detailed and objected 
to in this response that are subjective, arbitrary, capricious and lacking regulatory support, are less than
.21% of operations. The OSC has concluded the extensive review of our invoices of OTPS expenses with 
minimal findings due to our strong internal control systems and adherence to published regulatory 
guidance.
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